
� Our Goal
Working collaboratively as part of a group

• The children will communicate within their group
• They will work collaboratively 
• The children will work creatively in their groups
• Think critically as a group 

� Planning Process
• We met as a group and decided to look at science as we weren’t confident in our teaching of the scientific skills in the junior classes
• At the start we looked at different strands but found it difficult to find a suitable lesson
• We then decided on materials looking at the Discover Primary Science experiment “Investigating Slopes”
• We adopted this lesson to look at materials in the infant class
• We decided on a thinking trigger that would engage the children to get them thinking and stimulate their curiosity using a video of 

Lightning McQueen from the movie Cars. We then went to the classroom post box and told the children that the president of Pixar needed
their help; 

“We are building a racetrack, we need to find which surface will be the best one to use to make sure the cars travel the fastest during the races”

• Originally we decided we would test four materials but through discussion of the lesson we decided this was too many. We were conscious that the focus would be
more on content of the lesson rather than the skill of investigation. We also wanted to see if the children would work collaboratively and build a ramp. Initially 

• Originally we were going to give each group a feely bag but we felt that teacher facilitation and prompts would be necessary to develop the skill of observation. 
• Initially we were going to ask the child to measure the distance the car travelled using cubes but we felt this would be more suitable as an extension
• We decided that the children would use iPads to record their investigation as the picture works really well as a stimulus when they are communicating results at the

end of the lesson
• We feared a worksheet would inhibit their creativity and investigation as learned from previous lesson study cycles
• We developed prompt question for the lesson
• In observation schedule we decided to look at all skills however, the focus was on investigation 

� Our School Context
CETNS offers EDUCATION that is:
• Child-centred.
• Equality based.
• Co-educational.
• Democratically-run.
• Acknowledging the uniqueness of each child.
• Nurtures creativity.
• Recognises individuality.

� Teachers’ Reflections on the Project 
Key Learning
• Focus on skill as opposed to the strand area when planning for science
• It takes more than one lesson to develop a concept
• More “Why” questioning
• More focussed questioning to develop deeper understanding and a better use

of observational language e.g. It feels like paper (inference)
• The importance of fair testing

Implications of Lesson Study for whole school
teaching of science
• To develop a whole school plan focusing 

on particular skills maybe by class 
group or by term

• Explicit teaching of scientific language for 
the whole school (could be included in 
whole school plan)

• Inquiry based learning over multiple lessons or a period of time using 
extensions of one science experiment using children’s questions to guide the
learning

� School: Carrigaline Educate Together National School
� Team: Rory Ward, Grace O’Connor, Patrice Arrigan, 
Gillian Fenton-Leogue, Niamh O’Brien.
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� Research Question 

Can infant children work scientifically to investigate materials?

Opportunities
• To focus on science
• To work collaboratively with colleagues
• To focus on what the children are learning as opposed to the content of the 

lesson

Challenges
• Time to meet as a group
• Value the lesson study process that your learning will benefit the children in 

the long term as children miss out on teacher hours in the short term
• The notion that science is too hard to teach at infant level 

Possible Solutions
• Croke Pairc Hours might give teachers a better opportunity to engage and roll

this out with more classes in the school
• Communicate the process to the 

staff and its value. Open it up to 
more staff who choose to 
participate

• Could be used as part of School 
Self Evaluation 




